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LEONARD BACON, ORGANIZATIONAL 
GOVERNANCE, AND THE LEGITIMATION OF 

VOLUNTARY ASSOCIATIONS 
 

 Democratic government, as it was understood at the end 
of the eighteenth century, had no place for voluntary 
associations. The will of the citizenry was expressed through 
government; associations organized by special interests could 
only serve to weaken and undermine representative institutions.    
 
 Associations are nowhere mentioned in the founding 
documents of the nation or the states and, through the 1780s 
and 1790s, they provoked alarm from critics of every political 
persuasion. In 1783, when veteran officers of the Continental 
Army organized the Society of the Cincinnati, opponents 
denounced the hazards that such "self-created" associations 
posed to republican government (Burke 1783). The Federalist 
Papers, the influential series of articles written by Alexander 
Hamilton, James, Madison, and John Jay to promote 
ratification of the federal constitution, attacked associations as 
engines of faction. Washington himself in his Farewell Address 
warned citizens of associations which "serve to organize 
faction, to give it an artificial and extraordinary force," 
enabling "small but artful and enterprising" minorities to put 
their will "in the place of the delegated will of the nation" 
(Washington 1796). Even leaders not overtly hostile to 
associations fretted that  
 

the creation of a great variety of corporate interests, in 
themselves powerful and important, must have a direct 
tendency to weaken the powers of government. When 
those are multiplied, and all the ability of the state is 
engaged in one or the other; and when the interests may 
militate with each other essentially, it is in vain to 
reason upon naked principles unfortified by established 

rules. No one can foresee what the event will be, no 
body can predict the consequences, while every one 
will lament the calamity (James Sullivan quoted in 
Handlin & Handlin, 1969, 261). 

 
 As late as the 1830s, prominent public intellectuals like 
Unitarian "pope" William Ellery Channing and Baptist leader 
Francis Wayland (who was also president of Brown 
University) denounced the spiritual hazard posed by the idea 
that Christians could delegate their personal moral 
responsibilities to organizations and worried about the threat 
that associations representing special interests posed to the 
Republic (Channing 1829; Wayland 1838). Associations 
"accumulate power in a few hands," Channing wrote in 1829 
 

and this take places just in proportion to the surface 
over which they spread.  In a large institution, a few 
men rule, a few do everything; and if the institution 
happens to be directed to objects about which conflict 
and controversy exist, a few are able to excite in the 
mass strong and bitter passions, and by these to obtain 
an immense ascendancy.  Through such an Association, 
widely spread, yet closely connected by party feeling, a 
few leaders can send their voices and spirit far and 
wide, and, where great funds are accumulated, can 
league a host of instruments, and by menace and 
appeals to interest, can silence opposition. Accordingly, 
we fear that in this country, an influence is growing up 
through widely spread Societies, altogether at war with 
the spirit of our institutions, and which, unless jealously 
watched, will, will gradually but surely encroach on 
freedom of thought, of speech, and of the press.  
 

"Of consequence," he concluded 
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They are perilous instruments.  They ought to be 
suspected.  They are a kind of irregular government 
created within our Constitutional government.  Let 
them be watched closely.  As soon as we find them 
resolved or even disposed to bear down on a 
respectable man or set of men, or to force on the 
community measures about which wise and good men 
differ, let us feel that a dangerous engine is at work 
among us, and oppose to it our steady and stern 
disapprobation (Channing 1829). 

 
 Connecticut clergyman and social activist Leonard 
Bacon (1802-1881) made major contributions to the effort to 
articulate the relationship of voluntary associations to 
representative government. Early in his career, he played a key 
role in redefining the role of religion in public life at a time 
when churches were losing their legal standing as tax-
supported public institutions and having to embrace new and 
unfamiliar status as voluntary associations competing in a 
religious marketplace. Later, as associations became major 
actors in the political debate over slavery, he helped to pose 
fundamental questions about organizational governance and 
accountability as they related to the role of voluntary 
associations in democratic life. 
 
 The son of frontier missionary, Leonard Bacon was 
born in a log cabin in the Michigan wilderness (Bacon, 1876; 
Kingsley, et al., 1882; Walker, 1901, 409-455; Bacon, 1931; 
Maurer, 1938, 100-148)..  Despite his family's poverty, he 
graduated from Yale College in 1820, studied theology at the 
Andover Theological Seminary, and was called to the pulpit of 
New Haven's First Church in 1825  -- a prestigious 
appointment that could have only been possible through the 
intervention of his powerful mentors, evangelist Lyman 

Beecher and Yale theologian Nathaniel W. Taylor (Hopkins, 
1959).   
 
 Bacon began his career at a time when the 
Congregational Church, long "established" in the New England 
states, was having to adjust to the realities of 
"disestablishment." No longer privileged or tax-supported, it 
had to compete in a religious marketplace for members and 
influence. This was no easy task at a time when fewer than one 
in ten Americans claimed membership in any religious 
congregation (Finke & Starke, 1992).  
 
 Bacon's mentors, evangelist Lyman Beecher and Yale 
theologian Nathanial W. Taylor, anticipating the likelihood of 
disestablishment, had begun preparing for it by experimenting 
with what Beecher called "the voluntary system." Offended by 
alcoholic overindulgence of his fellow clergymen, Beecher 
mustered forces within the church to promote temperance. The 
success of this effort led him to a bolder effort to reform public 
morals using voluntary associations that enlisted broader 
citizen commitment (Beecher 1961, I: 177-184). When he 
moved to Boston in 1826, he began organizing associations of 
young men in his church to actively involve themselves in 
politics and in crusades against gambling and drunkenness 
(Beecher 1961, I: 107-111). By the 1830s, voluntary initiatives 
spearheaded by Beecher and his allies had become an 
"evangelical united front" of social reform that embraced a 
wide variety of causes, from the promotion of education and 
sabbath observance to crusades against a variety of social evils 
(including slavery).  
 
 In his preaching and his organizing activities, Beecher 
redefined the relation of the church to the individual, to society, 
and the polity.  As disestablishment deprived churches of 
official status as moral arbiters, Beecher worked to empower 
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believers to act as moral agents in their communities as 
individuals and as members of voluntary associations. 
Beecher's efforts fueled the development of a densely 
interwoven network of secular organizations operated by 
people whose motives were fundamentally religious (though 
the purposes of the organizations themselves were not).  In 
promoting goals like temperance and morality that were 
indisputably in the public interest, Beecher helped to shift 
perception of voluntary associations from selfish promoters of 
special interests to advocates of public welfare.  
 
 While Beecher's "experimental" efforts addressed the 
pragmatic dimensions of the "voluntary system," the task of 
working out its theological and organizational implications was 
left to others. On the theological side, Nathaniel W. Taylor, 
took the lead, arguing that individuals become depraved by 
their own actions and that they retained the power to act freely, 
rationally, and morally.  The role of the church and the minister 
was to confront sinners with their capacity for choice and to 
enlarge their ability to exercise it (Maurer, 1938, 108-9; 
Ahlstrom, 1972, 403-28).  Many critics of "Taylorism" or the 
"New Haven Theology," as it came to be known, accused it of 
skirting Arminianism.  But Taylor's own writings, like those of 
his friend Beecher, at no point adopted the Arminian view that 
salvation could be attained through good works: the key issue 
for them, as for their intellectual forebear Jonathan Edwards, 
was the spiritual condition of the individual actor.  That 
condition was the prerequisite to individual moral agency -- 
and affecting that condition was the task of the church. 
 
Bacon on Stewardship 
 As Taylor's student and successor in the pulpit of New 
Haven's First Society, Bacon was inevitably drawn into 
discussion of the possibilities of the "voluntary system." In 
1832, he delivered a sermon to the Young Men's Benevolent 

Society of New Haven entitled The Christian Doctrine of 
Stewardship in Respect to Property in which he began to 
articulate his own ideas on the subject.   
 
 This sermon to the rising young merchants and lawyers 
of New Haven began with a question from Scripture (Acts IX: 
6) which starkly posed the issue of moral agency: "Lord, what 
wilt thou have me do?"  The question was asked by Saul (better 
known at the Apostle Paul), a man not unlike the members of 
Bacon's audience, a man who "had enjoyed the best 
opportunities, in respect to education," a man of talent, energy, 
learning, and eloquence, and who "bid fair to win the palm 
from every competitor, and to attain the highest distinctions 
among his countrymen."  Struck down on the road to 
Damascus with a vision of Jesus -- whom he had up to then 
violently opposed -- Saul/Paul abandoned "all his aspiring 
purposes, "all his strong hopes of distinction among his 
countrymen" and devoted "all his talents, his eloquence, his 
learning, his power and skill to move the minds of men . . . to 
the work of his Savior and Lord."   
 
 As a good Calvinist, Bacon was careful to suggest that 
Paul "did not more than his duty" in surrendering himself to 
God's will.  It was God who had made the choice of Paul, not 
Paul who chose God. But this fact did not diminish the 
importance of choice, for it was Paul who chose to give 
himself, "with all his talents and faculties, to the business of 
advancing the glory of God and the happiness of man."  Paul's 
use of his talents -- his eloquence and education -- were 
analogous, Bacon argued, to the broader question which the 
Young Benevolent Society had asked him to address: "What is 
the right use of property on Christian Principles?"  Suppose, 
Bacon asked, that "instead of being a man of learning and 
eloquence and intellectual power, [Paul] had been a man of 
wealth, traveling for pleasure, or a man of business, traveling 
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in pursuit of gain. . . ."  Would "the first emotion of the soul 
submitting to the Savior have been" other than "Lord what wilt 
thou have me do?" "Had his possessions and his faculties been 
of another sort," Bacon argued, "the same spirit [would] have 
led him to consecrate this wealth and this skill, with the same 
earnest self-denying devotion, to the same great cause" because 
a man is no more accountable to God for the use of one talent 
than for the use of another.  "Christian principle," Bacon 
declared, "is not one thing in a man education and intellectual 
power" and "altogether another thing in the man of property."  
More to the point, Bacon suggested, there was no real 
difference between the situation of an intellectual like Paul, 
who was "called to preach the gospel," and "the Christian 
whose station in the house of God is private,"  for both were 
bound to regard themselves and all that they owned "as 
belonging to the Lord" and each was "bound always to ask in 
regard to every one of his possessions and faculties, whatever 
they may be, Lord, what wilt thou have me to do?"  "The 
doctrine which I regard the scriptures as teaching on this 
subject may be thus stated," Bacon asserted, 
 

Every man is bound to regard all his property, and all 
the avails of his industry and enterprise, as belonging 
to God; he is to hold it all, and manage it, as a sacred 
trust for which he must give account to the supreme 
proprietor; he is to apply it and dispose of it exclusively 
as the Lord's servant, and in the work of the Lord.   
 

Naturally, Bacon turned to scripture to support his position, 
settling on the parable of the talents as the paradigm of 
stewardship.  Once again, it echoed the Beecher/Taylor line on 
moral agency, with God showing the way and the individual 
choosing to take up the task.  Bacon argued that the parable 
illustrated the indebtedness of those endowed with talents and 
abilities to God from whom those talents came.  But it was not 

enough merely to acknowledge one's debt to God:  rather, 
every talent, every possession, every act and gesture had to 
become "means by which they can influence each other. . . 
[and] in the use of which they can praise him and advance his 
cause and kingdom."  In Weberian terms, Bacon was urging his 
listeners towards "a thoroughgoing Christianization of the 
whole life," to adopt a "methodically rationalized system of 
ethical conduct" which would govern every aspect of their 
lives. 
 
 In urging New Haven's rising young business and 
professional leaders to infuse their public and private lives with 
their religious beliefs, Bacon was not emphatically not 
suggesting that they abandon their callings or forsake their 
possessions and ambitions.  Quite the contrary:  their work in 
the world was the means of serving God: rather every man had 
to come to regard his wealth and abilities as "a trust to be 
employed in the service of him who went about doing good."  
For this reason, men should strive for achievement -- should 
actively seek material gain --because judicious use of wealth 
and talent was a measure of one's worthiness to be the steward 
of greater and more enduring forms of spiritual wealth.  
Property, Bacon argued, was a means to an end -- a symbol of 
spiritual riches that underlay its pursuit. In a curious echo of 
the Prudent Man Rule that had been set forth by the 
Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court only a few years before:  
 

Do what you will, the capital is at hazard. . . .  All that 
can be required of a trustee to invest, is, that he shall 
conduct himself faithfully and exercise a sound 
discretion. He is to observe how men of prudence, 
discretion and intelligence manage their own affairs, 
not in regard to speculation, but in regard to the 
permanent disposition of their funds, considering the 
probable income, as well as the probable safety of the 
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capital to be invested (Harvard College and 
Massachusetts General Hospital v. Amory 1830). 
 

 Bacon proceeded to underscore that he did not mean 
that his auditors should put their "property at the disposal of the 
church, or to give it over into the hands of ministers."  Not only 
was the  church "not formed to manage the property of its 
members, or to command their charitable efforts," but, because 
believers were directly accountable to God, their stewardship 
of their wealth and talents -- their use of these things for good 
purposes -- had to be personal acts, personal commitments 
which could not be delegated to others.  The moral agent, in 
other words was not -- and could not be -- the church, but the 
individual -- for God held individuals, not institutions, to 
account.  At the same time, Bacon stressed, property need not 
be devoted to religious purposes to fulfill the trust that God 
placed in individuals: "it is your duty to manage your property 
and to dispose of it, according to your best judgment, so as to 
accomplish the greatest possible amount of good," underlining 
once again the centrality of individual choice and individual 
responsibility.   
 
 Of course, none of this precluded forming associations 
to pursue the common good or committing funds to the 
management of others who might use it more productively.  
But this in no way diminished one's ultimate personal 
responsibility:  moral agency could not, in his view, be 
delegated.  Bacon proceeded to clarify this point in a footnote, 
in which he compared the responsibilities of individuals 
entrusting funds for charitable purposes to associations to 
business investments.   
 
 Bacon concluded his sermon by considering more 
particularly the nature and possibilities of voluntary 
associations.  Having made clear that, properly used, they were 

merely extensions of individual moral purpose and not 
substitutes for it, he pointed to the extraordinary way in which 
they expanded the opportunities of individuals to engage in 
"THE BUSINESS OF DOING GOOD."  They permitted a vast 
expansion in the scope of benevolent action --the dimensions 
of which he proceeded to outline, concluding with a description 
of his time as "the age which other generations will mark as the 
era of combined and associated efforts for the salvation of the 
world."  Associations not only permitted individuals to extend 
their moral reach globally, more significantly it vast expanded 
the scale and power of individual action, giving "the humblest 
individual the power of doing good to all men, in a sense in 
which it was once the prerogative of princes."   
 
 For all of his enthusiasm for associations, Bacon's last 
sentence returned to the doctrinal core of his conception of 
moral agency: his sermon, he reminded his listeners, was not a 
pitch for institutional support and participation, but an appeal 
"to every man's conscience in the sight of God."  How they 
choose to act, what they choose to do with their property, 
would have to come from "every man's own judgment and 
conscience," through faith in "Him who giveth the increase," 
and made "effectual by his Spirit."   
 
 
Bacon on Governance and Accountability 
 
 When young Leonard Bacon enthused about the 
possibilities of voluntary associations to his young friends and 
colleagues in New Haven in 1832, the "voluntary system" was 
still a novelty whose possibilities, for good or for ill, were 
largely unknown.  Preventing them from fulfilling the warnings 
of the Boston doubter seemed merely a matter of having the 
right attitude -- possessing a conviction of the superiority of the 
individual to the organization.  Organizations considered in the 
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abstract seem infinitely malleable; as real entities, however, 
which aggregate property and interests, they take on, as Bacon 
discovered, an intractable personhood (what sociologists call 
the "Iron Law of Oligarchy").  More than this, because the 
largest of the associations were centrally headquartered in 
places remote both from those who contributed their funds and 
from those who received them, it became difficult to monitor 
whether funds being collected were being devoted to the 
purposes intended by the donors (a classic example of what 
today's economists call contract failure).  
 
 By the 1840s, the fragile associational efforts of 
evangelicals had taken on a life of their own.  The largest of 
their organizations took in hundreds of thousands of dollars a 
year in contributions and had built up large staffs to coordinate 
the activities of hundreds of missionaries and to print and 
distribute tens of thousands of publications around the world 
(Griffin 1960, 79-80).  The American Board of Commissioners 
for Foreign Missions, which had began in 1811 with three 
clergymen who volunteered as secretaries, by 1846 had a full-
time salaried staff which supervised the activities of more than 
300 missionaries and assistants in 93 missions.  It boasted 
annual revenues of more than a quarter of a million dollars -- 
making it by far the wealthiest eleemosynary corporation in the 
United States (by comparison, Harvard's endowment at this 
point was less than half a million dollars and its annual 
revenues less than $50,000).  The American Tract Society -- 
which boasted annual revenues in nearly $154,000 in 1846 -- 
had a salaried staff of 12 corresponding secretaries and clerks 
who supervised the activities of 175 field agents who sold its 
publications throughout the United States.   
 
 Governance structures had also become more elaborate 
and their control of the organizations accordingly altered.  
Because they were national organizations and their trustees, 

who necessarily represented various geographical 
constituencies, could not oversee day-to-day operations, 
delegated authority for making many decisions to "prudential 
committees" (what we would call executive committees).  
Additional committees were spawned, as the need arose, to 
take on other special responsibilities.  As the organizations 
grew -- and their financial needs along with them --, they 
sought to broaden their constituencies by enlarging their 
boards, by creating dual boards, or by seeking direct affiliation 
with the governing bodies of particular denominations.  While 
in theory these increased numbers should have made 
organizations more accountable to relevant stakeholders, since 
larger boards represented more of the public and included a 
greater range of stakeholders, they actually had the opposite 
effect.  Greater numbers intensified the informational 
asymmetries between boards, committees, and salaried staff -- 
much to the advantage of staffs and to board cliques and 
factions.   
 
 Needless to say, such circumstances fundamentally 
undermined Bacon's early exhortations about associations as 
arenas for individual moral agency -- a fact by which he was 
profoundly troubled.  His knowledge of these issues was far 
from casual: Bacon was one of the most active and committed 
trustees in New England, serving at one time or another on the 
boards of the Domestic Missionary Society of Connecticut, the 
American Bible Society, the American Tract Society, the 
American Board of Commissioners of Foreign Missions; the 
Congregational Home Missionary Society, the Society for 
Promoting Collegiate and Theological Education at the West, 
and the American College and Education Society -- as well as 
on numerous denominational boards and commissions and as a 
director of local charitable and educational enterprises.  
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 In 1847, he elaborated his concerns about the 
governance of eleemosynary organizations in an article 
published in The New Englander, entitled "Responsibility in 
the Management of Societies."  It was a remarkable piece, not 
only because of the detailed description and analysis Bacon 
provided of two of the largest societies, but also because, rather 
than using his essay an opportunity to denounce specific 
abuses, he took it as an occasion to reflect in very concrete and 
organizational terms on the problems of governance, the 
mechanics of associational accountability, and the broader 
issues of moral agency.  Bacon's concerns were not entirely 
disinterested:  his increasing commitment to abolitionism and 
his frustration in his efforts to persuade the national 
organizations with which he was involved to take principled 
stands on the issue of slavery had kindled his awareness that 
the chief obstacle to his efforts was the tendency of the 
management of great charitable enterprises to "slide into the 
hands of the executive" -- with an "almost irresistable" impulse 
to sacrifice commitment to fundamental principles to 
administrative convenience and efficiency (Bacon 1847, 62). 
 
 Bacon began his essay by describing a praising the 
"new order of things" in which "associated enterprises for the 
propagation of Christianity, at home and abroad, have become 
almost the greatest of the material and visible interests of the 
Christian commonwealth," which had come to "act irresistibly 
on all the relations of churches to each other, on the 
development and culture of piety, on the administration of the 
gospel in the pulpit, and even on theological dogmas" (Bacon 
1847, 28).  While taking pains to emphasize that he in no way 
sighed "to breathe for the good old days. . . when the spirit of 
aggression against the empire of darkness, slumbered in the 
church," he made clear his concern that "in an age of activity 
and of religious enterprises," there was danger "that important 
truths may be forgotten or undervalued in the zeal and hurry of 

the movement."  He pointed in particular to the impact of their 
enormous growth both on their understanding of their own 
purposes and, more importantly, on their relation to the 
churches, the clergy, and the public.  He expressed particular 
"uneasiness" that the power "accumulating in the hands of the 
secretaries and executive committees" had made these societies 
dangerously self-serving. 
 
 Bacon proceeded to examine the role of management 
and the peculiar trust placed in it.  Though noting that in most 
cases, "the executive department of a great benevolent society" 
was "chiefly in the hands of ministers of the gospel," this fact 
did not render them immune from corruption.  After pointing 
out the enormous importance of these executive positions, 
which, because of their power to influence public opinion and 
the actions of believers, had become, in a very real sense, 
offices of "the highest moment in the religious world," he went 
on to point out that what made them true to their trust and 
effective as managers was not their clerical status, but their 
personal qualities. This, Bacon argued, was an insufficient 
safeguard and, in consequence, raised fundamental questions 
about associations, their managers, and the nature of the trust 
imposed on them: "Ought the executive department of a great 
voluntary society, for missions or for any similar enterprise, to 
be really and formally responsible to anybody? --if so, to 

whom, and how?" Bacon asked. "Who are the society? --where 

is the control?  Shall the officers in the executive department 
govern the whole movement, responsible only to God?  Or 
shall they be under the government of some constituency?  
(Bacon 1847, 29-30) 
  
 After proceeding through a detailed description and 
analysis of the scope and scale of the operations of the 
American Board of Foreign Missions and the American Tract 
Society, Bacon posed his fundamental concerns more 
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concretely.  First, he argued, "a true responsibility of the 
executive to some superior or constituent power, is a security 
against mismanagement and the gradual perversion of the 
trust," not because of "fraudulent mismanagement," but "in 
consequence of devoting their minds too engrossingly to the 
one particular interest which they have in hand. "Great 
perversions of trusts," Bacon noted, tended to occur 
inadvertently, as a by-product of routine, taking place "for the 
most part unconsciously, gradually, and with the best 
intentions" (Bacon 1847, 32-33).  Bacon did not think that the 
solution to this problem was to eliminate managers and board 
committees, but to require them to report fully and regularly on 
their activities.  
 
 A second reason for "making the executive 
administration of these societies, truly and formally responsible 
to some definite constituency" was the tendency of power to 
accumulate dangerously in the hands of a few.  "Power, and 
especially executive power, if placed in irresponsible hands, 
grows and accumulates till nothing but the violence of 
revolution can resist it.  For the same reason the power which 
is necessarily involved in the administration of these great 
societies, and of others like them, and which must necessarily 
be entrusted to a few hands, should be carefully guarded and 
bounded by corresponding responsibility. . . ." 
 
 Bacon's third argument in favor of increasing the 
accountability of executives was that failure to do so might 
invite political agitation against the societies -- as had 
happened against the Masons.  "An irresponsible executive at 
the head of one of these great movements," Bacon warned, "is 
constantly liable to suspicion and assault. . . .  There are men, 
and in this country of ours they are not insignificant in numbers 
or in the faculty of making themselves felt, whose instinctive 
jealousies are kindled at the sight of power, and who can not 

rest till they have ascertained that there is some adequate 
security against the possible abuse of it."  More dangerous still, 
Bacon argued, was the tendency of such organizations to 
insulate themselves from legitimate criticism and, in so doing, 
act to destroy "the influence and reputation, of the refractory 
individuals who . . . have dared to embarrass the great and 
blessed cause." (Bacon 1847, 34) 
 
 Bacon's argument, as it emerged, was suggesting a 
notion of public accountability that was neither political 
accountability in the commonly understood sense of the term 
or market accountability.  Of course, he conceded, great 
associations were necessarily dependent on the public of 
donors to commend its object and its methods to the largest 
possible number of individuals, in order to enlist the largest 
possible number of supporters and friends."  But this did not 
engage the fundamental questions of accountability since, as 
presently constituted, donors had no means of influencing -- or 
even monitoring -- the ways in which their funds were used.  
Accountability to the general public -- political accountability -
- not only meant that organizations would have to submit to the 
judgment of people who were hostile or indifferent to its work, 
but also gave entrenched managers an undue advantage 
because of the enormous power of the societies to influence 
public opinion.   
 
 Having dismissed accountability to the public in a 
direct political or market sense as unworkable, Bacon 
considered the alternative of accountability to churches and 
denominations. This he found equally unsatisfactory, because 
effectively merging the activities of the churches with the 
operations of the missionary and tract societies merely shifted 
the problem of unaccountable bureaucracy into the churches 
themselves.  
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 Finally, Bacon considered the alternative of having 
administrators and executive committees report annually to 
general assemblies of members and the interested public.  The 
problem here, in Bacon's view, was that such gatherings tended 
to be forms of public entertainment, not forums for the conduct 
of the serious business of "free inquiry and debate." 
 
 The one form of accountability that in Bacon's view 
ensured the accountability of administrators was a true working 
board of trustees, in which each member retained a sense of 
individual responsibility for the activities of the organization.  
Bacon's conception of what made a good board was amazingly 
prescient, showing an remarkable sensitivity both to group 
dynamics and to issues of organizational boundaries -- the 
mechanisms for defining the borders between organizations 
and society at- large. More significantly, however, it proposes a 
way of preserving the efficacy of individual moral agency in 
large complex organizations by properly structuring and 
functionally differentiating the various components of 
governance and operations.  Even more, importantly, it comes 
to terms with issues of organizational legitimacy and authority 
in a democracy by suggesting that these, rather than proceeding 
from electoral or political accountability, proceeded from the 
fiduciary responsibilities imposed on trustees as managers of 
the property of others.  These involved both religious elements 
of stewardship and formal legal elements which proceeded 
from the equitable relationship of trustees to donors and 
beneficiaries, living and the dead.   
 
 The notion that there could be forms of authority that 
could both exist legitimately within a democracy founded in 
the popular will, much less the idea that they might be crucial 
to sustaining dmeocracy, it was an astonishing assertion with 
important implications for perfecting the then still fragile 
rationale for the existence of voluntary organizations.  When 

the article was written, the Jeffersonian and Jacksonian animus 
against voluntary organizations was still very much alive.  
Most states outside of New England either forbade or strictly 
limited the activities of private commercial and eleemosynary 
corporations -- a situation that would persist until the last 
decade of the nineteenth century, when an aggressive effort to 
spread the doctrines and technologies of civil privatism would 
transform the institutional cultures of New York, Pennsylvania, 
and the midwestern states. 
 
 Although Bacon modestly concluded that he had 
"proposed no revolutionary changes, no new constitutions, no 
rash experiments," and assured his readers that his proposed 
remedy involved "nothing violent, nothing revolutionary," just 
"very simple changes . . . great establishments," it was clear 
that he realized that he had achieved an important conceptual 
breakthrough.  "We will not pursue the subject any farther at 
present," he mildly asserted, "for the discussion which we have 
opened is one which is likely to be taken up in other quarters, 
and which we may therefore have occasion to resume, 
hereafter." 
 
 It is no exaggeration to call Bacon's essay the first 
serious study of nonprofit management.  His analysis of the 
dimensions and dilemmas of governance is remarkably 
penetrating. And even though he does not use terms like 
"contract failure," "bureaucratization," or "the iron law of 
oligarchy," he describes them with such astonishing clarity that 
the essay is as relevant to the problems of organizational 
accountability and, more specifically, of board-staff conflict, as 
they existed in the 1840s as they do to those problems as we 
perceive them today.   
 
 As his career developed, Leonard Bacon did more than 
write about trusteeship.  In all of the many organizations he 
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served as trustee, he was an active -- if sometimes troublesome 
-- force. He took seriously the idea that trustees had to act on 
the dictates of the conscientious intellect to use their 
judgement, to apply their critical powers, and to act 
disinterestedly to maintain the public trust.  This was, in a 
significant sense, an application of the notion, first articulated 
in his 1832 sermon on the stewardship of property, that 
believers had to infuse every aspect of their lives with their 
beliefs.  This radical notion was which in a very real sense was 
closer to the ideas of writers like Thoreau than to the 
comfortable clerical rationalizers of the rising industrial order.   
 
 Such convictions eventually led him -- and many others 
-- to question not only the management practices of 
organizations like the American Tract Society but also their 
willing accomodation to slavery (American Tract Society 1857, 
3-9, 225-44; 1858, 3-10, 200-216, 180-199; American Tract 
Society, 1857).  At a tumultuous meeting of the Society in May 
of 1858, Bacon took the floor as the spokesman for the 
abolitionists in the organization. Although outnumbered by 5 to 
1 (management had packed the meeting with its friends) and 
interrupted by hisses, hoots, and catcalls, Bacon 
 

denounced the officers as hypocrites.  The executive 
committee, he said, claimed to sanction only material 
designed to receive the approval of all evangelical 
Christians.  Yet, though it issued tracts condemning 
tobacco, some of the officers chewed and smoked the 
weed. Although tracts condemned wine drinking, some 
officers quaffed large amounts.  Although tracts forbade 
dancing, some leaders held balls in their homes.  What 
was to prevent the society from publishing material 
against the moral evils and vices of slavery?  "Is it not 
time to have done with such tomfoolery?" Bacon cried.  
"Is it not time to address ourselves to the weightier 

matters of the [moral] law as righteousness, mercy, and 
truth?" (Griffin 1960, 196). 
 

Bacon and his allies were outvoted by the hand-picked 
assembly --and the abolitionists walked out and formed their 
own organization. 
 
Bacon on the Christian as Citizen 
 
 Throughout his career Bacon had tried to accommodate 
his belief in democracy with his religious convictions.  The 
central theme of his work was the premise that the church 
could empower individual believers to change society, first by 
changing their lives and then by joining together in voluntary 
associations that, by engaging "THE BUSINESS OF DOING 
GOOD," could outweigh the amoral self-seeking of mere 
market relationships.  
 
 But as the crisis of the Union intensified in the 1850s, 
Bacon's faith in democracy -- and in associations -- was 
shaken.  The slave power dominated democratic institutions, 
public and private. Organizations which had been established 
to do God's work had become corrupted by the same forces of 
self-interest and hypocrisy that they had been established to 
counteract.  And, even as men and women of good will were 
forced to turn to direct political action, the battle seemed ever 
more dubious.  National political leaders lacked all conviction.  
Leaders of the evangelical associations were more interested in 
sales, markets, and consolidating their own power, than in 
making the Word flesh. 
 
 Rather than despairing, Bacon returned to an 
examination of first principles.  Much as Lincoln focused his 
speeches on the fundamental truths of the Declaration of 
Independence (Wills, 1992), Bacon, with his keen sense of how 
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ideals were embedded in organizations, turned to the history of 
his own community and its organizations to explore the 
possibility of "the public spirited citizen in a republic" -- a man 
who could stand above the rage and tumult of the crowd and by 
the example of his faith and the strength of his character, bring 
order to it.  Up to this point, Bacon had focused his thinking on 
organizational leadership -- now he began to consider the 
connection between it and the broader issues of community 
leadership.  
 
 The product of this meditation was a pamphlet length 
biography, Sketch of the Life and Public Services of Hon. 
James Hillhouse of New Haven (1860), which originally 
appeared in Henry Barnard's American Journal of Education.  
Although ostensibly a simple biographical sketch, the essay 
was actually a carefully crafted piece of mythmaking -- built 
around Bacon's ideas about the dimensions of moral agency 
and his enlarged conception of trusteeship.  Significantly, the 
individual he chose to illustrate his points was neither a 
clergymen nor an individual conspicuously asssociated with 
religion or religious institutions.   
 
 James Hillhouse was a lawyer, politician, and land 
developer who had served in a number of important trustee 
positions, both public and private. most notably as Yale's 
Treasurer for nearly half a century and as manager of the 
Connecticut Common School Fund. Hillhouse graduated from 
Yale College in 1773 and studied law with his uncle, while he  
secured admission to the bar, his real interest was in real estate 
development and New Haven politics. He was elected Captain 
of the local militia, which he commanded in resisting the 
British invasion of New Haven in 1779. After the war, he was 
elected to a variety of public offices, including the state 
legislature and the United States Congress, in which he served 
as both a representative (1790-96) and senator (1796-1810). 

Despite his responsibilities in the nation's capital, he remained 
active as a civic leader in New Haven, where he was the 
moving force behind the rehabilitation of the city's Green, the 
creation of the Yale campus, and the founding of the Grove 
Street Cemetery (the world's first private nonprofit burial 
ground). In 1810, he left politics to become manager of the 
Connecticut Common School Fund, an endowment intended to 
support the state's public schools on the proceeds of the sale of 
western lands. 
 
 When Hillhouse took charge of the fund it had been so 
"had so diminished in value as to excite in the minds of the 

people a serious apprehension that in a few years it, would 

become comparatively useless if not utterly extinct" (Bacon 

1860, 30). The fund "consisted chiefly of the debts due from 

the original purchasers of the Western Reserve, and those 

substituted securities which had been accepted in their stead." 

Debtors owing payments to the fund "were dispersed in 

different States, and over a territory several hundred miles in 

extent; and such were the embarrassments of very many, and 

the complicated derangement of their affairs, that little but their 

ruin and the loss of the claims of the State could be expected, 

from legal coercion" (Bacon 1860, 30). Restoring the integrity 

of the fund would require not only extraordinary financial 

acumen, but also, as collecting debts across a variety of 

jurisdictions in an era of legal primitivism, would demand great 

personal and political skill,   

 

 Bacon took pains to show how Hillhouse's efforts were 

informed not only by a desire to restore the fund, but by "a 

benevolent regard to individual interest, and an enthusiastic 

devotion to the public good" (Bacon 1860, 31). Many of those 

indebted to the fund were, as Bacon noted, "families, and 

among them the widows and orphans of deceased debtors, 
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whose property had become encumbered by mortgages, 

contracts, and peculations, and their hopes broken, and their 

exertions paralyzed, by the apparently inextricable condition of 

their affairs" (Bacon 1860, 31). "The relation of debtor and 

creditor," Bacon wrote 

 

is not favorable to friendship, especially when the 

debtor is bankrupt or on the verge of bankruptcy. . . . 

But Mr. Hillhouse made the debtors of the School Fund 

friends, by making himself their friend. Instead of 

acting against them as the mere attorney of an adverse 

party, he was their adviser, and acted with them and for 

them. The forbearance which he (with powers almost 

unlimited, save by his own fidelity to his trust) was able 

to exercise towards embarrassed but honest debtors, the 

legal and financial counsel he was so well qualified to 

give, and the aid which, in one way or another, he could 

so often tender when the claims of other creditors were 

pressed too urgently -- were all at the service of his 

great and kindly heart. Thus while he was far more 

careful for the safety of the Fund than if it had been his 

own, he became the benefactor of debtors who could 

not have extricated themselves from their 

embarrassments by any efforts of their own, and in 

whose final insolvency the State would have been a 

losing creditor (Bacon 1860, 31-32. 
 
 Hillhouse, in Bacon's account, saw himself not merely 
as a fiscal agent, but as a moral one, whose obligations 
extended to helping his fellow citizens and restoring them to 
solvency. He did this at immense personal risk, trekking 
through the western wilderness for a decade and a half. Rather 
than leaving a legacy of anger and bitterness towards a 
creditor, he left gratitude and prosperity -- while at the same 

time restoring a fund that "secures a free school in every 

neighborhood and within the reach of every family, and leaves 

hardly a native adult that cannot read and write" (Bacon 1860, 

36). 
 
 On resigning from the Common School Fund, 
Hillhouse became the chief promoter of the effort to build the 
Northampton Canal, a project that hoped to divert Connecticut 
Valley trade through New Haven. He oversaw its construction 
and invested extensively in real estate along its route in the 
expectation that New Haven would reap a rich commercial 
harvest. 
 
 Looking over Hillhouse's long career as civic leader 
and public servant, Bacon concluded that his life was a lesson 
in the importance of "a man's character" and "the force with 
which he has acted upon his fellow-men." "Had he been a 
selfish man," Bacon wrote, 
 

had his nature lacked the glow and charm of living 

sympathies -- the development and organization of his 

entire character would have differed from what it was.  

His spontaneous and genial affectionateness, not only in 

his family but in every relation -- his frank heartiness in 

all intercourse with friends and neighbors -- his ready 

sensibility to whatsoever things are true or honest or 

just, or pure, or lovely or of good report in a word, the 

generosity of his nature, even more than the undoubted 

superiority of his intellectual powers, commanded the 

full confidence of all who had to do with him and of all 

who knew him.  What was admired and honored in 

James Hillhouse was, not the man's extraordinary 

ability -- not his eloquence or his wit -- not the depth 

and reach of his learning, or the acuteness and power of 
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his logic, -- but the man himself. It was his integrity, in 

the original and largest sense of that word -- the 

wholeness of his manly nature with all manly affections 

and sympathies as well as manly powers,  that 

commanded homage (Bacon 1860, 43). 

 

 The most important aspect of his character and the one 
most informed by his religious convictions was "his habitual 
regard for other interests than his own." "As he was not living 
for himself," Bacon wrote (with implicit reference to his own 
ideas about stewardship), 
 

it was the easier for him to be magnanimous under any 

personal wrong.  Not only so, but the largeness of the 

plan on which he lived, helped to lift him above the 

depression of whatever personal disappointments and 

sorrows were in his lot, and to illuminate the entire 

sphere of his activity and his enjoyments.  In words that 

were spoken at his burial, "He aimed at the public good. 

He lived for his country.  Thus his activity was activity 

freed from the corrosion of selfishness, and in all his 

toil there was a consciousness of noble purposes which 

lightened every labor, and even took away from 

disappointment the power to vex him.  Thus his soul 

was expanded into more colossal dimension, his being, 

as it were, spread out and extended.  There was more of 

existence in a day of his life than there would be in 

centuries of some men's living. His influence, his 

voluntary influence to do good, being thus extended, he 

lived with a sort of ubiquity, wherever that influence 

was felt, -- happy in the consciousness of living to good 

purpose. " (Bacon 1860, 45-46).  

 

 What makes Bacon's biography of Hillhouse especially 
important is his emphasis on public consequences of private 
beliefs. Bacon used Hillhouse's life as a way of illustrating his 
ideas about moral agency, focusing on the ways in which 
religious convictions could infuse every aspect of a man's life 
and work.  In a very real sense, the biography is a literary 
example of the "luminism" of American artists in the Ante 
Bellum decades.  Just as painters came to depict commonplace 
scenes in ways which made them seem illuminated from within 
-- not merely as a visual effect, but as a statement about nature 
as an expression of God's handiwork --, so Bacon depicted 
Hillhouse as a man whose every act, public and private, was 
moved and shaped by his faith.   
 
 To accomplish this task of evoking the essence of the 
trustee as "the public spirited citizen in a republic," Bacon was 
as much artist as historian.  He unquestionably suppressed what 
he knew about the details of Hillhouse's rather questionable 
political dealings in forging the 1792 "Act of Union" between 
the state and Yale (whose primary purpose was to increase the 
coercive power of the Federalist establishment and to silence 
public opposition) as well as his scandalous mismanagement of 
Yale's funds in connection with the failure of New Haven's 
Eagle Bank -- which virtually wiped out the college's 
endowment and forced it to initiate the first general purpose 
endowment fund drive).  But we should remind ourselves that 
Bacon's purpose in doing this was not to distort the past -- for 
he really was not acting as historian, but as mythmaker.  And, 
very likely, he regarded Hillhouse's enduring legacy -- the style 
of far-sighted leadership and public spiritedness embodied in 
the seedlings planted by Hillhouse for future generations that, 
by Bacon's time had grown into mighty trees -- were what 
required public attention. 
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Bacon and the Struggle for Control of Yale 
 
 In the aftermath of the Civil War, American business 
leaders, enriched with war profits, sought to expand their 
influence into new domains -- among them higher education.  
 
 Despite dramatic changes in other aspects of American 
society during the first half of the nineteenth century, the 
colleges remained largely unchanged from colonial times: 
almost without exception, their faculty and administrators were 
clergymen and their curricula remained strictly classical and 
religious, resisting the study of modern languages, history, or 
the social and natural sciences.  
 
 Boston businessmen had been exerting pressure on 
Harvard to change since the 1840s, when industrialist Abbott 
Lawrence endowed the Lawrence Scientific School. Although 
part of Harvard, the scientific school offered a parallel (and, 
many believed) curriculum. Yale followed suit, when railroad 
executive Joseph Earl Sheffield endowed the Sheffield 
Scientific School in 1854.  
 
 Although Harvard's major governing board, "the 
Corporation," had been in the hands of the city's business 
leaders for decades, the members of its secondary board, "the 
Overseers," were the governor, lieutenant-governor, and senior 
legislators who served ex officio. As the college became more 
dependent on alumni generosity, pressure grew for giving 
graduates voice in the governance of the institution. In 1865, 
the college's charter was changed to allow the alumni to elect 
members of the board of Overseers. 
 
 Yale's governance structure was slightly different from 
Harvard's. It had a single board, the "Yale Corporation," ten of 
whose members (the "successor trustees") were all Connecticut 

Congregationalist clergymen and eight of whom were the 
governor, lieutenant-governor, and six senior members of the 
state senate serving ex officio.  
 
 When outgoing Yale president Theodore Dwight 
Woolsey proposed that the college follow Harvard's lead by 
replacing the ex officii with elected alumni reprresentatives 
(Woolsey 1866), a fierce conflict broke out between those who 
favored the continuing control of the Yale Corporation by the 
ministry and a militant group of New York alumni, "Young 
Yale," who wanted to secularize both the curriculum and the 
governance of the college. 
 
 The speech given by Young Yale leader, New York 
corporate lawyer William Walter Phelps, gives a fair idea of 
the tone of the conflict: 
 

The younger alumni are not satisfied with the 
management of the college.  They do not think that in 
any thing, except scholarship, does it keep progress 
with the age. . . .  The college wants a living connection 
with the world without -- an infusion of some of the 
new blood which throbs in every vein of this mighty 
Republic -- a knowledge of what is wanted in the 
scenes for which Yale educates her children -- this 
living connection with the outer world -- this 
knowledge of the people's wants, can be acquired only 
from those who are in the people, and of the people.  
This great want can be supplied only by the Alumni.  
Put them into your government.  Get them from some 
other State than Connecticut -- from some other 
profession than the ministry.  Call them, and they will 
gladly and eagerly come -- call them, and with the 
reform will pass away every appearance of alumni 
coldness and indifference. .  . .  Believe me, men who 
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sit on the Supreme bench, who control the cabinet of 
the executive -- who in all moral and intellectual 
reforms are the leaders of their countrymen; Yale men, 
who got their training here, and are as able to manage 
its affairs as Rev. Mr. Pickering, of Squashville, who is 
exhausted with keeping a few sheep in the wilderness, 
or Hon. Mr. Domuch, of Oldport, who seeks to annul 
the charter on the only railway that benefits his 
constituency (Phelps 1870). 
 

 Moral philosopher Noah Porter, who assumed 
leadership of the defense of tradition, gave as good as he got, 
charging that "the plans suggested are fraught with possibilities 
of danger and evil" and pointing out the shortcomings of 
secular morality; lay governance, by businessmen and lawyers 
would, he argued, produce the kind corruption common in the 
era of Boss Tweed. Porter was contemptuous of Young Yale's 
claims about the superiority of pragmatic over academic 
knowledge. "They are busily engaged in pursuits which draw 
their thoughts away from" college life," Porter wrote. Their 
busy pursuits  
 

give them little opportunity for reflection on the great 
subjects of education. At the end of five, or ten, or 
twenty years, therefore, they have, by the very 
necessities of life, lost their powers of passing an 
intelligent judgment on questions which arise in regard 
to the progress or interests of the institution with which 
they were once familiar as students. They have become 
unqualified, for the same reason, to decide intelligently 
who are the best persons to be chosen for the 
management of its affairs (Porter 1870). 

 
"The highest interests of the College is influenced by the 
character of the men composing its Board of Trustees," Porter 

concluded; in his view, the lay alumni were not men of 
character. 
 
 Not surprisingly, Leonard Bacon was an active partisan 
in this conflict. Writing under the pseudonym Timothy 
Pickering, he wrote an article for The New Englander titled "A 
Voice from Squashville" which responded directly to Phelps's 
charges. Bacon defended Yale's religious mission and the 
competence of the clergy to govern the college. He bitterly 
attacked Harvard, which Phelps looked to as a model:  
 

Harvard, after the fashion of a New York dry-goods 
jobbing house, sends out 'drummers' to beat up for 
customers. . . . Harvard makes her commencements 
attractive to the high culture of her alumni by obtaining 
the presence of Lord Lacklaw and Senator Blower; 
while Yale offers nothing more sensational than a 
discourse from the illustrious President of Princeton. 
Harvard puts great poets and historians into her vacant 
professorships,--while Yale generally takes for 
professors in her Academical Faculty young men whom 
she herself has trained in the business of college 
teaching. . . (Bacon 1870, 681). 
 

"In our way of thinking," Bacon declared, highlighting Yale's 
role as a religious institution and contrasting it to secular 
Harvard, 
 

the value of a student is measured by what he is, and 
not by his father's official or social position, nor by the 
wealth which he is expected to inherit. The glory of a 
college is not in the parentage of the boys who go into 
it, but in the cultured manliness of the men who come 
out of it (Bacon 1870, 682).  
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 Bacon was particularly incensed by a letter in The 
Nation written by an anonymous Young Yale partisan which 
represented the rebels real complaint: "We think ministers are, 
as a class, men of second-rate ability, and that there are few of 
them who are not inefficient in thought, narrow-minded, and in 
the true sense of the word, uncultivated" (Bacon 1870, 684). 
"The profession which they [Young Yale] ignorantly disparage 
is preeminently -- as compared with other professions which 
require both general and special culture -- the learned 
profession," he argued, referring to the fact that most 
physicians and attorneys of the period could receive 
professional certification without undergraduate degrees and, 
indeed, without any academic training at all. But beyond 
academic preparation, the clergy were, in Bacon's view, 
especially suited to teaching (and governing) college because 
of their religious callings, which enabled them to engage 
"questions that bring the science of mind and the sciences of 
duty and all the departments of social science into an intimate 
relation with the government of God and with the hope of 
redemption" (Bacon 1870, 688). In addition, clergy were not 
only  
 

that he may know how to think, but not the less that he 
may know how to make others think. The art which he 
is to practice in life is, the art of teaching and 
persuading, not only by the methods of public 
discourse, but in all the ways of intercourse with 
individual minds--the art of awakening thought, of 
guiding inquiry, of comforting sorrow, of touching the 
deepest sensibilities, and of bringing Divine realities 
into effectual contact with human consciousness. . . 
(Bacon 1870, 688).  

 
 The theme which connects all of Bacon's writings on 
associations and their governance, from The Christian Doctrine 

of Stewardship in Respect to Property (1832), through 
"Responsibility in the Management of Societies" (1847) and 
Sketch of the Life and Public Services of Hon. James Hillhouse 
of New Haven (1860), to "A Voice from Squashville," is 
Bacon's belief in the centrality of faith to moral agency. 
Whether engaging in "THE BUSINESS OF DOING GOOD" 
through associations or in their occupations, sitting on 
governing boards, or as citizens in the service of the public, 
faith was essential right action.  
 
 
Bacon's Impact and Legacy 
 
 Bacon's work is important because it spelled out so 
clearly the connection between central issues of religious 
doctrine --such as free will and moral agency -- and the 
possibilities of voluntary associations.  Moreover, Bacon 
clearly linked together voluntary action as a kind of 
organizational activity and philanthropy as a way of dealing 
with wealth in ways that had been only been implicit before.  
Finally, Bacon recognized and called attention to the 
quintessentially democratic implications of voluntary 
associations for philanthropy, noting that what had been the 
prerogative princes had become possible for anyone. 
 
 Most importantly, Bacon's ideas helped to overcome 
Americans' widespread suspicions of voluntary associations as 
instruments of special interests. The extent to which people of 
faith became prominently identified with associations, 
particularly those -- like the temperance societies and lyceums 
-- which transcended sectarianism to promote broad civic 
goals, associations came to be accepted as advancing public 
rather than private purposes. 
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 Even granting Bacon's significance as a conceptualizer 
and popularizer, one might well wonder why a minister in a 
small Connecticut city could have had any really significant 
impact on thinking about philanthropy and voluntarism 
nationally.  Bacon, after all, was no Beecher -- he stayed in 
New Haven rather than going West and, while a prolific writer, 
did not travel the national lecture circuit, as did so many of his 
contemporaries.  To understand Bacon's impact it is necessary 
to appreciate the importance of Yale and New Haven in 
American culture during the first half of the nineteenth century.  
Although not the richest college in the United States, it was 
certainly the most prolific in terms of numbers of graduates.  
Although nearly 90% of Yale graduates in 1800 were born in 
Connecticut, 60% of them left the state (Hall 1982, 310).  And 
its graduates tended to occupy strategically important positions 
in the national evangelical network.  More Yale alumni become 
college presidents than graduates of any other institution.  
 
 In addition to these factors, New Haven was a major 
publishing center in the Ante Bellum decades, with major 
markets for its books and pamphlets in the South and West.  
The result was that volumes like Bacon's Slavery Discussed in 
Occasional Essays from 1833 to 1846 (1846) ended up in the 
hands of western politicians like Abraham Lincoln and 
profoundly influenced his thinking (Walker 1901, 447-51). 
 
 Bacon, moreover, applied his ideas about moral agency 
to himself: being a "public citizen" was perhaps the central 
tenet of his career.  His keen grasp of organizational processes 
led him to understand the powerful role of those who interpret 
organizations to themselves.  He became a master of church 
history and polity and, as a result, an increasingly authoritative 
figure in adjudicating and settling denominational conflicts 
(Bacon 1839; 1840a; 1840b; 1861; 1874; 1877).  In addition, 
he was responsible for codifying the administrative practices 

and procedures of his denomination in ways that both clarified 
the Congregationalists' denominational identity and 
institutionalized dispute resolution within the denomination 
(Bacon 1833; 1843; 1866; 1879).  Eventually, according to his 
biographer, Bacon came to be was "popularly referred to as the 
'Congregational Pope of New England'" (Walker 1911, 152).   
 
 Bacon also understood the importance of effectively 
communicating his ideas and the opportunities which new 
printing and communications technologies offered to adherents 
of reform. In addition to seeing to it that his sermons and 
essays were published and widely distributed, he was an active 
journalist, serving as editor for the Christian Spectator from 
1826 to 1838, co-founding The New Englander (which 
eventually became the Yale Review), and co-founding and 
editing an influential anti-slavery New York newspaper, the 
Independent from 1848 to 1863.  His positions at Yale -- as a 
member of the Corporation and as professor of divinity helped 
to further extend his influence. 
   
 Thus the pastor of the city's oldest Congregational 
church -- who published his work, who was active in the 
evangelical network, and who taught at Yale -- could have 
extraordinary influence in the circles of people who were 
thinking about and creating voluntary organizations in the early 
decades of the nineteenth century.   
 
 An additional factor was Yale's centrality in the 
institutional network of evangelical Protestantism. From the 
middle of the eighteenth century on, Connecticut's major 
export was its human population. From its marginal farms and 
languishing seaports, thousands of Connecticut natives 
migrated to the South, to New York, and to the upper Midwest 
seeking opportunities, carrying with them their 
Congregationalist faith. For many of them, Yale College was 
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the stepping off point: a young man with an education that 
equipped him to preach and teach or practice law or medicine 
had an advantage over those without skills or capital. Alexis 
De Tocqueville acknowledged the impact of this extraordinary 
diaspora in Democracy in America: 
 

A single fact will suffice to show the prodigious 
number of individuals who thus leave New England to 
settle in the wilds. We were assured in 1830 that thirty-
six of the members of Congress were born in the little 
state of Connecticut. The population of Connecticut, 
which constitutes only one forty-third part of that of the 
United States, thus furnished one eighth of the whole 
body of representatives. The state of Connecticut itself, 
however, sends only five delegates to Congress; and the 
thirty-one others sit for the new western states (De 
Tocqueville, 1945, I: p. 294).  

 
Especially after 1800, many of these migrants, inspired by the 
urgency of the second Great Awakening, were determined to 
help rechurch America in order to preserve republican 
institutions. With them, they brought not only churches and 
schools, but a desire to tie western and southern settlements 
into an evangelical network anchored in New England.  
 
 As the Vatican of New England Congregationalism, 
Yale was central to this effort. Not only was the college the 
largest American institution of higher education by the early 
nineteenth century, it was the only college which both recruited 
students nationally, but sent most of its graduates out of state. 
In 1828, Yale's leaders committed themselves to provide 
students with “the discipline and the furniture of the mind;” to 
give them the values and “balance of character,” that would 
enable them not only to successfully pursue their occupations, 
but to fulfill a broad range of duties “to his family, to his fellow 

citizens, to his country” in ways enabling “to diffuse the light 
of science among all classes of the community.” “Our 
republican form of government renders it highly important,” 
the Yale Report of 1828 concluded, “that great numbers should 
enjoy the advantage of a thorough education.”   
 

In this country, where offices are accessible to all who 
are qualified for the, superior intellectual attainments 
out not to be confined to any description of persons.  
Merchants, manufacturers, and farmers, as well as 
professional gentlemen, take their places in our public 
councils.  A thorough education ought therefore to be 
extended to all these classes.  It is not sufficient that 
they be men of sound judgment, who can decide 
correctly, and give a silent vote, on great national 
questions.  Their influence upon the minds of others is 
needed; an influence to be produced by extent of 
knowledge, and the force of eloquence.  Ought the 
speaking in our deliberative assemblies be confined to a 
single profession?  If it is knowledge, which gives us 
the command of physical agents and instruments, much 
more is it that which enables us to control the 
combinations of moral and physical machinery. . . . 
 

For Yale’s leaders, the goal was not only to make higher 
education accessible, but to make it broadly influential. “The 
active, enterprising character of our population,” the Report 
concluded,  
 

renders it highly important, that this bustle and energy 
should be directed by sound intelligence, the result of 
deep thought and early discipline.  The greater the 
impulse to action, the greater is the need of wise and 
skillful guidance. When nearly all the ship's crew are 
aloft, setting the topsails, and catching the breezes, it is 
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necessary there should be a steady hand at the helm.  
Light and moderate learning is but poorly fitted to 
direct the energies of a nation, so widely extended, so 
intelligent, so powerful in resources, so rapidly 
advancing in population, strength, and opulence.  
Where a free government gives full liberty to the 
human intellect to expand and operate, education 
should be proportionally liberal and ample. . . . 

 
Yale determined to recruit its students nationally and to send 
them out to towns and cities everywhere -- “Merchants, 
manufacturers, and farmers, as well as professional gentlemen, 
take their places in our public councils.” The College seems to 
have been as good as its word: for graduating classes between 
1830 and 1860, fewer than a third of Yale’s alumni resided in 
New England, while a third settled in the Middle Atlantic 
region, with the balance split between the South and West.  
 
 Where Yale men went, New England institutions 
followed. The prevalence of voluntary associations in the upper 
Midwest was due in no small part to groups of graduates, like 
the "Yale Band" of the 1820s, who set out from determined to 
establish higher education in the West. (Their success led Yale 
to be known as the "Mother of Colleges").  
 
 As pastor of New Haven's most prestigious 
congregation, as a long-time member of the Yale faculty, as 
chief organizer of Congregationalism as a denomination, and 
as an energetic reform journalist, and as a prolific author (he 
published more than a hundred books and pamphlets -- and 
countless articles -- during his lifetime), Bacon was bound to 
have an outsized influence. The sheer fact of his longevity 
added to his influence: he was born as Jefferson was beginning 
his first administration; he entered the pulpit during the 
presidency of John Quincy Adams; he lived through the Civil 

War and died during the first administration of Grover 
Cleveland (1885-1889). During a public career stretching more 
than half a century, Bacon was read and heard by thousands. 
 
 Why, then, isn't Bacon remembered today for his 
contributions to our understanding of associations and their 
governance? Though not a household word, he is not entirely 
forgotten. Clyde Griffin's important 1960  monograph, Moral 
Stewardship in the United States, 1800-1865, one of the studies 
underwritten by Merle Curti's Ford-funded effort to produce 
scholarship on American philanthropy, devoted significant 
attention to Bacon and his ideas. He is frequently mentioned in 
the standard histories of American Protestantism and the 
politics of the anti-slavery movement.  
 
 Curiously, however, he is absent from most historical 
accounts of the development of the nonprofit sector. This has 
doubtless been due to the reluctance, until recently, of most 
nonprofits scholars to acknowledge the importance of religious 
institutions in the sector and the role of religion in moving 
people to give, volunteer, and organize associations.  
 
 This secular bias is particularly evident in scholarship 
on governance and accountability, which has overwhelmingly 
favored legalistic and group process approaches to governance 
problems over the spiritualized "servant leadership" 
perspectives developed by Robert Greenleaf and others (see, 
for example, Greenleaf 1977; Lance, n.d.).  
 
 If Bacon is gone, he is not entirely forgotten. His 
influence, embedded in the practices of institutions like Yale 
University, where he spent his life as a student, professor, and 
member of the corporation, remains strong. I was reminded of 
this fact many years ago when I asked Kingman Brewster, then 
president to the university, to define what he meant by the term 
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"trustee." He replied, "a trustee is an individual who follows 
the dictates of the conscientious intellect." 
 
 This notion of the trustee as an individual accountable 
not to stockholders or stakeholders, but to his own conscience, 
would have pleased Bacon. 
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